MARCH WITH CESAR CHAVEZ

Help the National Farm Workers Association march from Delano to Sacramento, California.
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THE SURFACE IS FINE AND POWDERY. I CAN KICK IT UP LOOSELY WITH MY TOE. THERE SEEMS TO BE NO DIFFICULTY IN MOVING AROUND… IT HAS A STARK BEAUTY ALL ITS OWN…

EXPLORE SPACE WITH NEIL ARMSTRONG

Draw yourself as the first person to land on the moon!
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BOYCOTT WITH
ROSA PARKS

Find the following terms sparked by the Montgomery Bus Boycott in the word search below.

Activist    Alabama    Browder v. Gayle    Civil Rights
Desegregation    Equality    Justice    NAACP
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WOULDN’T YOU RATHER CARRY YOUR SWORD?

I’M MORE PROUD OF THIS BANNER THAN ANY WEAPON. I’LL CARRY IT HIGH TO SHOW EVERYONE THAT GOD IS ON OUR SIDE.

TRANSFORM WITH JOAN OF ARC

Color in Joan of Arc before and after putting on her disguise so she can travel safely to end the Hundred Years’ War.
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Research a hero you admire and answer the questions about them below. Draw their story on the next page.

Who is your hero?

__________________________________________________________________________

Where was your hero born?

__________________________________________________________________________

What inspired your hero growing up?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

What is your hero’s biggest achievement?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
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Create your own Who HQ Hero Graphic Novel!

Draw your hero on the cover of their own graphic novel! Use the template below to make it come to life.

A WHO HQ GRAPHIC NOVEL

Who Was the

WHO HQ HERO’S BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT

WHO HQ HERO’S NAME

BY: ______________________

YOUR NAME
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CREATE YOUR OWN WHO HQ HERO GRAPHIC NOVEL!

Draw your Who HQ Hero in action! Use your question answers and cover design to draw a story using the panels below.
Take your Who HQ reading to the next level! Use scissors to cut out the Who HQ Graphic Novel bookmarks on the next page. Fill them out with fun facts you learn from each book.

BONUS! Print out multiple sheets to write down more facts and share with friends and family!
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Who Was the Voice of the People?
Cesar Chavez

Who Sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott?
Rosa Parks

Who Was the First Man on the Moon?
Neil Armstrong

Who Was the Girl Warrior of France?
Joan of Arc

YOUR NAME

YOUR NAME

YOUR NAME

YOUR NAME
Explore History with Who HQ® Graphic Novels
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